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SoLOMON1 has found the equations of motion de
scribing the magnetization of a system consisting 
of two types of interacting magnetic moments in 
parallel.fields. Kurbatov and the author2 have in-• vestigated the thermodynamic properties of a two-
spin system, including the spin-spin and spin-lat
tice relaxations. The present note gives a simple 
thermodynamic derivation of the equations describ
ing the behavior of such a system in a constant 
field H0 arbitrarily oriented with respect to an 
alternating field h. 

We shall start with the equations 

kl.1> = Ln (H,- H~l)> + L}~ (H, -Jf~2>), 

M/.2> = L~~ (H;- H}1>) + LJ~ (Ht- H~2>), 
(1) 

where H(1) and H(2) are related to the magneti
zations M(1) and M(2) of the spin subsystems by 

M<r> =X H<Il M<2l =X H<2> (2) 
01 , 02 • 

The Lik satisfy the Onsager relations.. Assuming 
that in the absence of a field the medium is iso
tropic, we write 

L ll Xol • + H . L12 Xo2 • 
ill.=-;; 0 11< YrXoisii<Z o• ill. = -;r o;k .• 

(3) 

L21= Xot ou,; L2~ = JC.'!!. 0;/1. + Y2Xo2Stii.ZHo, 
'C 't'2 

where y1 and y2 are the gyromagnetic ratios for 
the spin subsystems, Eikl is the unit antisymmet
ric tensor, and H = H0 + h ( t ). Equations (1) now 
become* 

M1 + M1 I 't1 + M2 I 't = (Xol I 't1 + Xod 't) H + Y1 ( Mt x H l • • 
M2 + Md 't2 + M1 I 't = (xod 't+ Xo2 I 't2) H + Y2 (~ x H ]. 

In the absence of a transverse rf field in the 
steady state, as may have been expected, these 
equations lead to the relations given by (2). 

For parallel fields, i.e., if [H0 x h(t)] = 0, 

(4) 

Eqs. (4) are the same as those obtained by Solomon. 
If the second subsystem is·missing, they become 

M+ Ml't= (xol't)H +y[MxH]. 

Let us now require that M(1) and M(2) are of . 
equal magnitudes; then multiplying Eqs. (4) by 

(5) 

Eliminating Xot and· x02 from (4) and (5), we 
obtain 

M2 =y2 (M2 xH]- ~: (M2 x[~xH]]-(M~~2)[~x[M1 xH]], 
2 (~ 

where 

'-n = MU 't (M1• H); '-12 = (M1• M2) I 't (M1· H); 
(7) 

'-21 = (Ml· M2) It (M2· H); ),22 = M~ I 't(M2 H). 

If A.t2 = A.2t = 0 (that is in the limit as T - oo), 
Eqs. (6) go over into the Landau-Lifshitz equations 
for two noninteracting spin systems. They can be 
used to describe relaxation processes and reso
nance phenomena in antiferromagnets. 

*Henceforth we shall write the indices denoting the sub
systems as subscripts. 
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ONE of the authors has given1 the explicit form 
of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the expan
sion of the finite-dimensional representations of 


